1. Introduction. The object of this note is to show the relation of the Y polynomials of E. T. Bell [l] , 1 first to the formula of diBruno for the nth derivative of a function of a function, then to the more general case of a function of many functions. The subject belongs to the algebra of analysis in the sense of Menger [4] ; all that is asked is the relation of the derivative of the composite function to the derivatives of its component functions when they exist and no questions of analysis are examined.
2.
Function of a single function. Following Dresden [3] , take the composite function in the form :
and for convenience write : 
and, by combination of this with (2),
For concreteness, the first few Y's are listed as follows: Recurrence and other relations for the F n -before the identification a i= =f t -may then be taken from Bell with slight changes for the change in arguments. The more important ones are as follows:
where the last is symbolic and equivalent to
and to diBruno's formula
with summation over all non-negative integral solutions of n =]C^* and <r=^2si. Instances of (7) with special choices of g may be used for verification of the numerical coefficients of The last shows that (cf. Bell [l, equations 4.9 and 7.5]) (14)
The numerical coefficients associated with Y n then reappear here and in the general casej as noted by Opatowski [5] , who used the generalization of diBruno's formula given by Teixeira [7] ; compare also Dederick [2] . The extension of (12) and (14) to the general case is purely a matter of notation, which should be sufficiently evident. 
